
HTO: Th e HTO concept is a systems perspective taking into 
account the interaction between Humans, Technology and 
Organization (HTO). Th ere are diff erent theoretical HTO 
models which highlight safety4, organizational change5, 
or work activity and processes6. Th e HTO concept distin-
guishes between the individuals, and the organizational as 
well as the technological aspects of work. Th e H may be 
viewed from diff erent perspectives, e.g. as biological, cog-
nitive, psychological or social human beings7; the T as the 

primary (production equipment) and secondary (support systems) technical systems; 
and O, fi nally, comprises how the work is organized and structured, formally and infor-
mally8. Th e HTO concept is a meta-concept that may be applied to analyze highly com-
plex work activities. Th e main point is that successful development is only achieved if all 
three components are considered together.

CCO: Communication constitutes organizations, the view that the 
organization is a situated continuous communicative process that 
re-interprets and re-creates the organization as it happens. People, 
texts, tools, cultural practices as well as buildings take part in the 
organizational communicative acts9,10,11. Th e way the communica-
tion is creating the organization can be explained using McPhee’s 
and Zaug’s12 model of the four fl ows: 1) Membership negotiation, 
2) Self-structuring, 3) Activity coordination, and 4) Institutional 
positioning. By these four fl ows, the organization describes, cre-

ates and relates itself13. It is a constant process, by which the organization is constantly under 
re-interpretation; every time the organization cooperates with the outside small changes in 
interpretation occurs, and every time the organizational policy is interpreted, or the division 
of labor is contested, or the initiation of a new member changes a bit, the interpretation of the 
organization is re-formed, resulting in a constantly changing organization –a living organism.

DISCUSSION
Th e four fl ows in CCO describe 
how the organizations evolve 
by the process of communi-
cation between humans and 
other agents, both with-
in and outside the organi-
zation. Th e interpretation 
of this information is mir-
rored in the way activities 
are coordinated and work 
practices formed. Th is is part 
of the informal organization but 
may also be manifested in the formal 
organization through formalized work pro-
cedures and the development of governing 
documents, which could be regarded as part 
of a technical system. Th ere is thus a mix 
of H-, T- and O-components in the fl ows 
described in CCO, see fi gure, with 
activity coordination focusing on 
the human and technology and 
membership negotiation con-
cerning the human and the 
organization. Th e insti-
tutional positioning is 
mainly related to the 
organization, while the 
self-structuring fl ow in-
volves both the organization 
and technology. A combined 
HTO-CCO approach might lead 
to a better understanding of how 
communication in the organization 

takes place in reality in our dy-
namic, changing situations, but 
also how it in itself contributes 
to organizational change. Th is 
approach may be useful for man-
aging change processes, but also 
for analyzing safety critical oper-
ations in which communication 
plays a vital role to develop and 
uphold a good safety culture. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Th is study identifi es possible advantages of 
combining the CCO and HTO concepts to 
increase our understanding of how organ-
izations continuously evolve. It facilitates 
the explanation of informal organizational 
patterns and could serve as an managerial tool 

to coordinate work activities as well as for 
developing governing documents that 

form the organization.
Further research might in-

clude developing practical 
use of the enhanced HTO 
model, e.g to evaluate it as 
a tool for organizational 
development, possibly in a 
LEAN setting. Other appli-
cations might be comparing 
a traditional HTO analysis 

with one using the enhanced 
model, to investigate whether the 

enhanced model gives other results.
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What in the H, T or O acts as support or barrier for the organizational communication?
By asking this three-folded question, aspects of the organizational communication that might be missed using a regular HTO analysis may be identifi ed. Combining 
the HTO model with the four fl ows of the CCO perspective puts focus on what part of the system is infl uencing each fl ow. Realizing that the organization is made 

out of communication helps the use of the HTO tool in a more eff ective way, hopefully gaining a better insight into the organization.

BACKGROUND
Today, many companies and public organizations deal with high complexity with distributed work systems, high demands on fl exibility 
while at the same time striving to reach high effi  ciency and eff ectiveness. To reach the goal of sustainable organizations in a dynamic, com-
plex world, effi  cient communication is crucial for safety, maintaining effi  ciency, learning and innovability.1,2,3 Communication is crucial for 
a number of domains, such as transport, safety and aviation. Development of effi  cient communication is, however, also challenging and brings 
forward a number of questions: How should the organization be designed? Who should communicate with whom about what? How should tech-
nical support systems be designed to support communication and development of effi  cient work systems? Th ere are numerous organizational theories 
and models to understand operations in various domains. One of those is by the HTO perspective (Humans, Technology, Organization), which is used 
within Human Factors for enhancing systems safety4. Where is communication in relation to the HTO perspective and how is it possible in practice to 
use it to design effi  cient communication? Th ese questions are addressed here.

AIM
Th e aim is to investigate whether an extend-

ed model for HTO (Humans-Technology-
Organization), combined with a CCO per-

spective (Communication Constitutes 
Organizations), could contribute to 

deeper understanding and analy-
sis of communication process-

es in complex organizations.

Institutional positioning
Th e organizational process of relating to 

other organizations. It constitutes the organ-
ization by the processes of public relations, 
how the members talk about the organiza-
tion outside the organization, and how the 

organization coordinates with other or-
ganizations. 

Activity coordination
Th e daily coordination of events on 

a smaller scale than the self-structuring 
fl ow. Activity coordination constitutes the 
organization through the way work prac-
tices are created and maintained, how the 
distribution of cognitive labor is done, 

and by how work processes are creat-
ed and upheld.

Self-structuring
Th is is the process by which an or-

ganization organizes itself; what is the de-
sign of the organization, how is the hierarchy 

set up and by what values are the organization to 
operate? Th e organization constitutes itself by the way 

policy documents are distributed, how orders are 
delivered, how the processes for human rela-

tions are set, and how all these are distrib-
uted and interpreted by the organiza-

tion as a whole.

Membership negotiation
Th e organization is re-created every 
time a new member is accepted, or 
expelled. Th e process constitutes 
the organization by letting new 
members into the organization, by 
describing the organization to new 
members, and in the way new mem-
bers understand the organization. 


